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No. 18 0247

Victoria Registry

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

iBETWEEN:

WEST MOBERLY FIRST NATIONS, and ROLAND WILLSON ON HIS OWN BEHALF
AND ON BEHALF OF ALL OTHER WEST MOBERLY FIRST NATIONS BENEFICIARIES

OF TREATY NO. 8

PLAINTIFFS

AND:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA, and BRITISH

COLUMBIA HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY
I

DEFENDANTS

AFFIDAVIT #1 OF ROLAND WILLSON
i

I, Roland Willson, elected Chief of West Moberly First Nations, of Hudson's Hope, British

Columbia, AFFIRM:

1 . I am a member and the elected Chief of the West Moberly First Nations ("West

Moberly"). I have served as Chief since 2000. 1 am a named Plaintiff in this Action. !

2. I have personal knowledge of the things I say in this Affidavit, except where I say

something is based upon information and belief, in which case I believe it to be true.

My knowledge

3. I was bom in Prince George in 1966. My mother's name was Betty Willson (nee

McLeod). She was a member and respected Elder of West Moberly. My mother practiced

and raised me in the Dunne-za way of life and taught me a lot about our culture. She was

bom in 1928 and was a story teller and teacher of the Dunne-za language. My mother
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learned from her mother, Emma Hunter, who was born around 1903. My mother passed

away in 2014.

I now live in Hudson's Hope, which is the closest settlement downstream from the

W.A.C. Bennett Dam ("Bennett Dam"). Hudson's Hope is a 33-kilometre drive north

from the West Moberly reserve at Moberly Lake (before cars, there was a trail linking the

two places). Other than Hudson's Hope, West Moberly is the closest community to the

operations centre of BC Hydro on the Peace River.

4.

In addition to my mother, I have also been taught by West Moberly elders, Max

Desjarlais (who has passed on now), Andy Miller, and Catherine Dokkie, and my uncle

Don Miller (who passed on around 1989). These elders were known in our community

for their deep knowledge of the traditional ways. I was also taught by Amos Miller, who

never made it back to West Moberly, but was a respected elder within my family.

5.

i

I have also been taught by other knowledgeable members of West Moberly, including

Diane Abel and Max Desjarlais' son, George Desjarlais (an elder himself now). I have

learned a lot from various community members and from members of other Dunne-za

First Nations in the area. They have taught me that our traditional way of life has been

our way of life for centuries and that these practices and our ways of interacting with

each other and our environment make us who we are as an Aboriginal people.

6.

7. My evidence about West Moberly's traditional Dunne-za way of life and our culture and

history is based on my personal experience and these teachings.

8. In considering West Moberly's response to the Site C Dam project over the last 1 0 years,

I (along with other members of band Council) have consulted extensively within our

community, both formally and informally, and have talked with our members about their

concerns with this project and how it will affect them. These internal consultations have

guided the position the West Moberly Band Council has taken and continues to take in

opposition to tire Site C Dam. West Moberly and I bring this action and this injunction

application on behalf of the members of West Moberly.

!

!
:

I9 . I swear this Affidavit on behalf of West Moberly .
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The Dunne-za

10. "West Moberly First Nations" didn't exist before contact with Europeans. Our ancestors

were part of a larger Dunne-za community that lived along and were connected by the

Peace River and its tributaries. The Dunne-za mode of life is based on our traditional

seasonal round. Our ancestors didn't go across the street to the store to get food.

Sustaining themselves was their life. They lived, they walked, they hunted, they fished,

they camped. The Dunne-za practiced a seasonal round. They moved around in small

family groups through the area. As part of this traditional seasonal round, Dunne-za

hunters and fishers travelled to particular preferred areas during certain times of the year

based on their traditional and current knowledge of animal behaviour and distribution to

hunt and fish a number of particular species. They travelled on the Peace River and its

tributaries using moose hide boats and rafts.

11. I know the courts and Canadian governments sometimes talk about "traditional territory"

as if it's something we can map like a European country or a Canadian province. But it

never worked like that in the Dunne-za culture, and we struggle to convert our complex

cultural practices and relationships with the land into simple maps for the ease of

government, industry, or the courts. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "A" is a copy

of a January 14, 1998 letter from West Moberly attaching a map marked as "Critical

Community Use Area of the Dunne za of West Moberly First Nations." I am informed

that it was prepared in the context of negotiating a consultation agreement with the

British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission. Attached as Exhibit "B" to this Affidavit is

a copy of a June 15, 2016 letter that West Moberly sent to the British Columbia Ministry

of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation attaching a map labelled "WMFN Preferred

Treaty Territory". Both letters contain disclaimers. Central to both maps is the Peace

watershed. My understanding is that most West Moberly members don't practice their

Treaty rights east of Taylor, British Columbia. I know that's where I take out my canoe

when I'm travelling along the Peace River.

12. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "C" is a copy of a map dated January 29, 201 8

produced by the Firelight Group, that shows some of the areas at issue in this Action,

.1
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which I have included for ease of reference as I refer to various locations in my Affidavit.

It is not an attempt to map a "traditional territory" of the Dunne-za or West Moberly.

13. The Peace River is fed by the Finlay River, coming in from the north, and the Parsnip

River coming in from the south. Where they join, they make the Peace River. The Peace

River travels downstream east across BC, with various rivers and creeks flowing into it.

1 4. The Dunne-za have occupied the lands along Peace River and its tributaries since time

immemorial. In Charlie Lake Caves, a few kilometres north of Fort St. John, there are

some of the earliest known sites of human habitation in North American. It was our

ancestors that occupied that space.

15. The Peace River got its name because the Dunne-za and the Cree fought along this river.

Hundreds of years ago they got together along the river and made a peace treaty amongst

themselves to stop fighting. They named it the "Peace River" because it's the place where

peace was made. This story was being told in the Peace Point area of what is now Alberta

before Europeans came in and it is a story our Elders tell as well.

;

!

1 6. The Peace River was the main artery that tied Dunne-za territory together. Before the

Hudson's Bay Company came up here, the Peace River was used by our people as a

network: it was our highway before there were highways.

i

1 7. The Peace River was more than just a travel route. It connected the Dunne-za together

and was central to our cultural practices and gatherings. All along the Peace River were

spots, even above where the Bennett Dam now is, that the Dunne-za would come and

gather. All throughout this area, there were campsites and trails.

1 8. The Dunne-za communities lived along the Peace River as part of their seasonal round.

Alexander Mackenzie's report of traveling on the Peace River talks about running into

families all along it. It was our people that guided him through the canyon, took them out

over Portage Mountain to the other side, and showed them the way through the valley.

1 9. The Hudson's Bay Company built forts to trade with First Nations all along the Peace

River because that was where our people would gather. They built a fort where the
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Parsnip and Finlay Rivers came together to form the Peace River: Fort Graham. All the

First Nations would gather there and they would trade.

Hudson's Hope was a gathering spot long before it became a trading post. When the

Hudson's Bay Company came through there, they ran into First Nations that were camped

there. There's an old trail that came from Moberly Lake to that spot and our ancestors

would cross there. When the Hudson's Bay Company came up and started trading furs or

buying furs from the trappers, they set up the site there.

20.

Our community would travel from Moberly Lake to the Peace River and would meet the

Halfway River community that would come down from the north. There wasn't a fort at

the Halfway River confluence with the Peace River, but that was a spot where people

came together.

21.

The old fort at Fort St. John was located on the Moberly River at the confluence with the

Peace River. People would come down the river and gather right there. So, the non-

aboriginal people put a fort there and they used it for trading.

22.

All those spots where there were forts, those forts were placed there because that's where

First Nations were gathering.

23.
i

That's when conflicts wound up arising. Non-aboriginal people were coming into spots

where the First Nations were gathering and building infrastructure there. Before the

Treaty happened, Klondikers were moving through the area and they were coming into

the camps that the First Nations had along the river and interfering with their way of life.

That's how the Treaty wound up being here.

24.

The Peace River was (and is) an integral piece ofwho we are. The Dunne-za name for the

Peace River means "the big river". We're connected to it. Everything that we've done is

tied one way or another to that big river that flows right through the heart of our territory.

And we still use it to this day to the extent we can.

25.

L

:
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Treat}' 8

I understand that Treaty 8 was first signed at Lesser Stave Lake in 1899. A copy of the

1899 Report of Commissioners for Treaty No. 8 is attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit

"D". I understand that the oral promises that enticed First Nations to adhere to the Treaty

are a part of the actual legal content of the Treaty.

26.

i

IWest Moberly's ancestors were admitted into Treaty in 1914, when members of the

Hudson's Hope Band were added to the federal government's paylists.

27.

|

28. My understanding of our treaty rights is that they protect our mode of life as it existed

before the Treaty. This includes our traditional fishing, hunting and trapping practices for

various purposes including for food, clothing, tools, and for medicinal, ceremonial,

spiritual and cultural purposes. Our treaty rights also protect our ability to earn a

livelihood from our traditional harvesting practices, and the Treaty does not allow forced

interference with our mode of life.

i

After the Treaty

After the Hudson's Hope Band entered the Treaty in 1914, the Crown created reserves

both north and south of the Peace River. The reserve south of the Peace River, on the

west side of Moberly Lake, was created in 1916. In 1971, the Hudson's Hope Band split

into two "Indian Bands" as defined by the Indian Act: the Halfway River First Nation and

West Moberly First Nation. After this split, the Moberly Lake reserve was kept for the

use and benefit of West Moberly. It is the only reserve set aside for West Moberly today.

29.

After the Treaty, as before, West Moberly's seasonal round continued to be inseparable

from the Peace, its tributaries, such as the Moberly, Pine, and Halfway rivers, and the

trails and waterways connecting us with the land and our Dunne-za relations

30.

As settlement in our territory expanded, West Moberly members often retained their

connection to the water even as they participated in the western economy. For example,

my uncles were bowmen for Hudson's Bay Company who guided the boats through the

rivers throughout the territory. My grandfather was one of the men who built the river

boats for the Hudson's Bay Company in those days.

31.
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Bennett and Peace Canyon Dams

32. I understand that the British Columbia government started to look at putting hydroelectric

dams all along the Peace River in the 1950s. In 1957, the Government set aside a flood

reserve covering the length of the Peace River. The flood reserve continues to this day.

33. BC Hydro completed the Bennett Dam in or around 1968. To power the dam, BC Hydro

created the Williston Reservoir, which flooded the Parsnip and Finlay Rivers as they

connect with the Peace River. I understand that the Williston Reservoir is the largest

freshwater body of water in British Columbia with a surface area of close to 1,800 square

kilometres and a shoreline perimeter of 1,770 kilometres. The Williston Reservoir

impounds a drainage area of 70,000 square kilometres with a storage capacity of 74

billion cubic metres.

34. In 1980, the Peace Canyon Dam was built and the Dinosaur Reservoir created. The

Dinosaur Reservoir floods the Peace River from the Peace Canyon Dam to the Bennett

Dam, approximately 23 kilometres. Attached as Exhibit "E" to this Affidavit is a copy

of three webpages from BC Hydro's website containing information about the existing

dams.

35. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Government ofBritish Columbia nor BC Hydro

sought to consult with the Hudson's Hope Band or West Moberly for the impacts of these

dams and reservoirs at the time they were being considered and constructed.

36. West Moberly members don't really distinguish between these two dams when talking

about what has happened to our territory. Both dams removed the connection that we had

with the Peace River when they turned it into reservoirs and prevented us from traveling

its length, through to the Parsnip and Finlay Rivers.

37. As a result of the construction of the Bennett and Peace Canyon Dams and the flooding

of our valleys, as described in further detail below, our hunting opportunities have

diminished, methylmercury has been forced into our fish, we have suffered from reduced

moose harvests and caribou can no longer be hunted at all due to the severing of

migration routes, and our homes and burial sites have been inundated.
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38. We have never been compensated for these impacts. I was a child when the Bennett Dam

flooded the Williston Reservoir, but my mom told me a lot about the impacts it had.

When West Moberly filed a Specific Claim with the Specific Claims Tribunal in 2014,

my mom, Betty Willson, swore an Affidavit, which is attached to my Affidavit as

Exhibit "F". I believe this Affidavit was submitted to the Specific Claims Tribunal in

relation to Claim Reference No. 548-610 by West Moberly ("Betty Willson Affidavit").

1 have reviewed the Betty Willson Affidavit and confirm it was signed by her. The

information in the Betty Willson Affidavit is consistent with what she told me during her

lifetime and I believe that the facts she swears to are true.

39.

i

Williston Reservoir

The Bennett Dam has been operating for about 50 years, since 1968. In about 2010, BC

Hydro asked us to submit a paper, so they could understand the effects of their operations

oh the local First Nations and Treaty 8 rights. It scares me to think that it took something

like 40 years for that to come about.

40.

BC Hydro is just now trying to understand the effects of the Bennett Dam and Williston

Reservoir on our communities. We actually had to put a specific claim together to show

there are adverse impacts, even though less than 300 caribou remain in Treaty 8 territory

south of the Peace River and the fish have methylmercury in them.

41.

When BC Hydro flooded Williston Reservoir, it destroyed a lot of our history. All of our

gravesites, all of our areas of gathering that were in the Williston Reservoir inundation

zone are gone now. It fragmented us. The elders talk about the old times, but the young

kids nowadays, they don't know. Our knowledge is disappearing. We spend a lot of time

talking with other Dunne-za First Nations about our connections and how we used to

come together. So many of those areas have disappeared and we can't come together

there anymore.

42.

r

I

I don't go on Williston Reservoir much. It's dangerous. I like to travel by canoe, and you

can't go out on that Reservoir with a canoe: there's landslides, wind storms, debris in the

43.
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water. If you're in a canoe and you're out there and the wind comes up, you've got no

place to go and that's a big body of water to be stuck on.

44. Throughout the area around the Reservoir we see danger signs put up by BC Hydro. They

show the dams' impact on our ability to carry on a peaceful way of life: "The banks may

be unstable"; "sliding of the banks creates waves"; "dangerous to boaters, swimmers, and

persons on the adjacent shores"; "reservoir levels fluctuate, use extreme caution". These

are just some of the examples. There are also signs on the remaining part of the Peace

River warning people of the large hydroelectric projects upstream that can change the

level of water by ten feet. !
45. Hudson's Hope has sirens all around it, in part because it's so close to the dam. We live

under a constant threat of those sirens going off and having to evacuate this town up to

the top of the hill where the muster area is at the local airport. Three o'clock in the

morning in the middle of winter when you're in the dead of sleep, and the sirens go off. It

could be something completely unrelated to the dam, but the effect that has on people,

everybody wakes up and wonders, is the dam breach starting or is that something else,

and what do we do?

Methylmercury contamination and impacts on fishing

46. Throughout the whole Williston Watershed, there is an issue with methylmercury, which

I understand is caused by the flooding of the reservoir. It's been 50 years since they

flooded the Williston Reservoir, and we are still dealing with the methylmercury issue.

The grizzly bear, bald eagles, raptors, owls, hawks, and ospreys are all spiritual animals

to the Dunne-za. They're all eating fish out of the Williston Reservoir. We've never done

a study in those animals to see what's happening to them. I'm concerned our spiritual

animals are being poisoned.

!

47. A number of years ago, there was a Health Canada bulletin in Hudson's Hope warning

people not to eat more than one serving of fish a month due to the high levels of mercury.

We contacted Health Canada and the Province to find out why the First Nations have

never been issued that notification. Their comment back was that they didn't understand

1
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that we ate fish, This is Treaty 8 Territory and one of the treaty rights is to fish. We fish

for sustenance; we hunt for sustenance; we trap for sustenance. The fact that Health

Canada and the Province don't understand the Treaty and the impacts of things like this

on our treaty rights scares us. Now we can't eat the fish caught from Williston Reservoir

due to issues with methylmercury.

!We know now that the issues extend beyond the reservoir to the watershed more

generally. In 2012, a group of us were sitting around the fire at Crooked River, where we

were fishing, and we were talking about Site C and methylmercury. Crooked River is

south of the Peace River but is connected to the Williston Reservoir through McLeod

Lake, the Pack River, and the Parsnip River. As we were talking, somebody said, "Isn't

the Crooked River connected to the Parsnip River? And isn't the Parsnip River part of the

Williston Reservoir? And all of the fish in the Williston Reservoir are full of mercury?

Wouldn't these fish we're eating here now come from the Williston Reservoir? Are these

fish full of mercury?" We didn't know but we knew we needed to find out.

48.

49. We got funding to conduct a study of fish in Crooked River. We found that mercury is in

the fish, even the little ones that we were catching had significant levels of mercury in

them. 1 understand that this study, by ERM, is being introduced as an expert report as part

of this injunction application.

50. Up until we ran our study, we were eating a lot of fish. We didn't realize the extent of it.

You can't imagine how hard it was to tell our elders that the fish they had been eating for

decades were contaminated and they shouldn't eat them anymore.

In 2013, the Province warned that mercury levels in lake trout, bull trout, and dolly

varden from Williston Reservoir and its tributaries may be high.

51.

52. Having biomass in the water does not constitute a meaningful right to fish. The fish have

to be healthy enough to eat. And even if they are healthy, people want their preferred

fish. My understanding of treaty rights is that they don't just guarantee fish "protein" or

"biomass", but a meaningful right to fish. That means protection for the species we prefer

and the habitat they require
i
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53. My grandmother and mother used to catch fish, and they would go pick wild onions and

find some peavine to cook it up in the fish. The ways and best locations to catch fish was

transferred traditional knowledge from my grandmother to my mother. The traditional

parts of our fishing practices are to be protected too. It is not just a matter of going out

and being able to throw a rod and a hook in the water.

Impacts on wildlife

I understand that, when Alexander Mackenzie came through the area, there was a report

sent back saying there were so many animals in the valley that it reminded them of a

stockyard.

54.

When BC Hydro created the Bennett Dam and flooded the Williston Reservoir, it

destroyed habitat and fractured animal migration patterns. Animals got down in the water

and they couldn't get out because there was no landing for them.

55.

The Dunne-za word for caribou is "Wall tzee". Before the Bennett Dam, caribou were a

staple of our community's diet. If we could not find other food that we wanted, we could

always go to the mountains and get a caribou. Nowadays, we cannot do that. The

Williston Reservoir fragmented the caribou migration that used to come through.

56.

57. Our elders remember a time before caribou were separated into tiny herds. They recall

witnessing a "sea of caribou". They say caribou were so abundant they were "like bugs"

on the landscape. But in the 1970s, after the Bennett Dam, West Moberly elders decided

the herds were becoming too small and too weak, so they passed a traditional law

banning any harvesting until the caribou could recover.

58. The expansion of forestry, oil and gas, settlement and other development continued to

diminish caribou populations in our territory. Meanwhile, the provincial and federal

governments reaped the rewards of this development but did little to arrest or reverse

these declines.

In 2009, we took action again, challenging provincial approvals for a bulk sample coal

mining project in habitat of the Burnt Pine caribou herd, who by that time had only about

59.
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1 1 animals left. In the leadup to the case, we collected traditional knowledge from our

community and presented the provincial government with a report called "I Want to Eat

Caribou Before I Die" which is marked in this Affidavit as Exhibit "G".

60. We won the case, and it caused the provincial government to finally sit down with us and

put together a caribou protection plan, but it was too late. The Burnt Pine was extirpated

within a few years. Attached as Exhibit "H" is a picture of one of the last members of

the Burnt Pine, lying dead in the bulk sample pit that was dug after the provincial

government had signed off on those approvals.

61. We got tired of waiting. With a federal government failing to implement the Species at

Risk Act, and half-hearted plans of the provincial government, in 2013 West Moberly

published its own plan. Marked and attached to this Affidavit as "Exhibit I" is the draft

Action Plan for the Klinse-Za Herd of Woodland Caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) in

Canada [Draft]. The plan prescribed a suite of measures aimed at restoring caribou within

West Moberly territory to levels which could again sustain traditional harvesting.

62. Although caribou across British Columbia continue to decline and survive only in small

herds, we have been working hard to implement our action plan. In 2013, together with

Saulteau First Nations, we started a wolf-trapping program to deal with the predator/prey

imbalance. Our two First Nations also initiated one of the first and most successful

maternal penning projects in Canada, which I understand has increased the size of the

Klinse-za (Moberly) herd by over 10 percent year over year. And just last year, we began

restoring caribou habitat, deactivating and reforesting a stretch of road which had allowed

wolves and snowmobilers into sensitive caribou habitat.

63. The government of British Columbia appears to be content with having a few small and

isolated caribou herds spending most of their time on mountaintops, but that's not how

our Elders remember caribou behaving. And populations like this can't sustain a

meaningful harvest. So, in 2014 we teamed up with wildlife biologists to map the critical

habitat that we believe will be required. The resulting report is entitled "Population and

Distribution objectives and Identification of Critical Habitat for Seven Herds of
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Woodland Caribou in the South Peace Area of British Columbia", a copy of which is

attached hereto as "Exhibit J".

The outlook is pretty bleak. But just like our dedication to the Peace River, our work isn't

just about the caribou, we are fighting to save our seasonal round and our traditional way

64.

of life.

i
|

Grizzly bears, buffalo, mountain goat, sheep and moose were all impacted by flooding

from the existing dams. Mountain goats used to be seen in that area, but they are

disappearing too, just like the caribou.

65.

The British Columbia government has failed to protect our ability to hunt, trap, and fish

in our preferred treaty territory. The lake trout in Moberly Lake are being extirpated, and

we are currently not able to fish this species because of conservation measures now in

place. Fish such as Bull Trout and Dolly Varden in the Williston Reservoir are under a

health advisory notice not to eat because of methylmercury levels.

66.

Arctic Greyling and Rocky Mountain Whitefish are being wiped out because they are a

river fish and not a lake fish, and they live in the reservoir.

67.

What the Peace means to us

The Peace River valley has suffered so much. There is not much left out there. The

Parsnip and Finlay Rivers, the Peace River, other tributaries, are all being impacted by

the Bennett and Peace Canyon Dams. There's not very many spots along the Peace River

anymore that we can gather together anymore as our ancestors did-

Moberly community or with other Dunne-za communities.

68.

ither as the West

69. But we're still here, and we're still using the Peace River. The part of the Peace River that

will be inundated by the Site C Reservoir is the last part we have of this river valley,

where we can continue to live in accordance with our traditional mode of life that was

promised to us. We don't have another Peace River valley to replace this one. Once it's

gone, it's gone.
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The Peace River is integral to everything around it. It is a wildlife corridor. The animals

continue to move back and forth through this area. It's very vibrant. A lot of animals are

calving on the islands in the Peace River that would be flooded or eroded by the Site C

Reservoir. Animals get away from the predators on the islands, it's like a refuge.

70.

Because we can't hunt caribou, we have to depend on moose now. Everything that

happens to moose now is of a critical nature to us. The Peace River Valley is a critical

wintering habitat zone for moose. The moose live in an area for a reason: It is called

habitat. Their habitat zones are being hammered, and you cannot just say go somewhere

else anymore.

71.

I travel the remaining part of the Peace River we can access on my canoe on a regular

basis. I have an understanding of the Peace River from both the water and the shore.

There is a sense of connection, a spiritual connection, that I and other members of West

Moberly have with the Peace River. Whether it's on water or on land, I go to the Peace

River, feel the wind and the sun, hear the animals and the water, and know that my

ancestors have been here for thousands of years.

72.

!

There are certain places you get that from, and for me it's along the river. My mom told

me stories of her mom, and I've gone to those places along the Peace River that she told

me about and I've re-connected. It makes me feel that I've re-connected with my

grandmother, who I never met. She passed away long before I was ever bom. I feel I re

connect with my ancestors there and their teachings. I've taken my daughter to these

places that remain along the Peace River and I've explained these things to her. I know

she on her own goes back to these places and re-connects in the same kinds ofways.

73.
j

Since adhering to the Treaty, we've been told constantly to go somewhere else: you can

go over there or hunt over here. Now there are not enough places for us to go. When you

start looking at the habitats and the cultural rounds that we have, we are backed into a

comer. It is not just a simple case of saying "go somewhere else".

74.

!

r

!

1

:
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The Site C project

75. BC Hydro first started talking to us about the Site C Dam project around 2007. We have

never understood why it was necessary or how it could be justified. We also didn't

understand why no one had to consider our treaty rights and whether they could do this

under Treaty 8 and the Constitution.

76. I understand that, in 2010, British Columbia exempted Site C from having to get approval

from the British Columbia Utilities Commission ("BCUC").

77. In 2010, BC Hydro began submitting its Site C project plans for regulatory and

environmental reviews, including under the British Columbia Environmental Assessment

Act, SBC 2002, c 43, and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, SC 1992, c 37. A

Federal-Provincial Joint Review Panel ("JRP") was established. Attached as Exhibit

"K" to this Affidavit are excerpts from BC Hydro's Environmental Impact Statement

submitted to the JRP, which describe the Site C project. These excerpts come from the

following sections of the Environmental Impact Statement: EIS Volume 1 Appendix A

(Vegetation Clearing and Debris Management Plan), EIS Volume 1: Introduction, Project

Planning, and Description (Section 4: Project Description), EIS Volume 1, Section 4:

(Figures), EIS Volume 2 Appendix B (Geology, Terrain and Soil) Part 2 (Preliminary

Reservoir Impact Lines Map Sheet Descriptions), EIS Volume 2 Appendix B (Geology,

Terrain and Soil) Part 2 (Maps), EIS Volume 2 Section 12 (Fish and Fish Habitat).

78. West Moberly actively participated in the environmental assessment and JRP process

alongside Prophet River First Nation and other Dunne-za First Nations through the

Council of Treaty 8 Chiefs. The JRP completed its report in May 2014. Attached as

Exhibit "L" is a copy of the Joint Review Panel Report.
:

79. In October 201 4, Canada issued its Environmental Assessment Decision Statement,

revised and re-issued on November 25, 2014 under s. 54 of the Canadian Environmental

Assessment Act, 2012, SC 2012, c 19, approving Site C with conditions. Attached as

Exhibit "M" is a copy of Canada's Environmental Assessment Decision Statement.

1

i

I
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80. On October 14,2014, British Columbia issued an Environmental Assessment Certificate

for Site C, a copy of which (including Schedules A and B thereto) is attached to this

Affidavit as Exhibit "N".

81. In December 2014, British Columbia made its final investment decision in favour of Site

C. Attached as Exhibit "O" is a copy of a news release from the Premier's Office

regarding this announcement.

82. In issuing their approvals for Site C, neither British Columbia nor Canada assessed

whether Site C would infringe West Moberly's treaty rights. West Moberly, alongside

Prophet River First Nation, brought judicial reviews on the basis that the Crown wouldn't

discuss or determine the issue of infringement. Both courts dismissed our applications (in

August and September 2015 respectively). The courts held that judicial review would not

be the appropriate procedure to answer the question of infringement. To determine

infringement, First Nations would need to bring a civil action.

An action for treaty infringement is a very daunting and expensive process. It didn't make

sense to us that we would need to go through an entire court action when we have treaty

rights and the Crown has a duty to consult. West Moberly and Prophet River First Nation

together appealed both decisions, which were dismissed in January and February 2017.

We sought leave to appeal the British Columbia Court of Appeal's decision to the

Supreme Court of Canada. That application was denied on June 29, 2017.

83.

84. During this time, we had significant support from the opposition New Democratic Party

in British Columbia. On May 8, 2014, the day the JRP Report was released, John Horgan,

who was then Leader of the Opposition, stated the following in a recorded interview I

have watched on Youtube at https;//www.youtube.com/watch?v= tiJaTbLWfc:

"The fundamental issue is First Nations in the region have entrenched constitutional

rights. Not just the requirement for consultation and accommodation, which we always

hear about when we're talking about resource projects. But they have entrenched

constitutional rights to practice hunting and fishing as before. And that's going to be

violated by this dam."
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85. On December 4, 20 1 4, just weeks after we filed for judicial review of the Site C

environmental assessment approvals, Mr. Horgan stated the following in an interview I've

watched on Youbtube at https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=2iKD-tdPS34:

"You've got a problem with section 35 and First Nations' Rights to hunt and fish as

before. Significant area for Treaty 8 First Nations. They've already said categorically

they're going to court regardless of what the court has to say. . . There's evidence that was

presented to the commission that Swain was overseeing that we have a surplus of energy

now. I've been talking about this for a number of years. We have more energy than we

need."

i86. George Heyman, then the BC NDP's Environment Critic, attended the Paddle of the

Peace event in 2016 along with Lana Popham and Scott Fraser. In a speech recorded on a

video file attached hereto as Exhibit "P", Mr. Heyman made a point of the fact that

every member of the NDP had voted against a BC Liberal motion in support of Site C.

He stated (at 35:05) that:

i

"It's an honour to stand with you today, to protect First Nations territories and traditional

uses...

i

I spent the summer looking at the numbers on Site C in detail and looking at the

alternatives, and I became more convinced than ever that it's wrong on every single

count. It's wrong on agricultural land count. It's wrong on the environmental count. It's

wrong on the First Nations count. It's wrong on the Clean Energy Count. It's wrong on

the economics because it's more costly than the alternatives, and its even wrong on the

jobs count because there are more jobs on energy conservation and renewables and

they're in every community in British Columbia without the disruption this project will

cause. So, we stand with you today and we paddle with you today to bring this project to

an end. Yes, we need clean energy at some point in the future but this is last century's

energy. Let's build the clean environmentally non-intrusive energy of the future. Thank

you."

87. While in opposition, John Horgan, Lana Popham, and George Heyman (now the Premier,

Minister of Agriculture, and Minister of Environment and Climate Change, respectively)

supported us in our judicial reviews of Site C environmental assessment approvals, each

donating $100 to our "Stake in the Peace" campaign.
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88. By the time the Supreme Court of Canada denied our leave application, the May 9, 2017

provincial election was bringing the New Democratic Party into power. On July 18, 2017,

John Horgan was sworn in as Premier of British Columbia.

89. On August 2, 2017, by way of Order in Council 244 ("OIC 244"), the Lieutenant

Governor in Council requested the BCUC to advise in respect of Site C. A copy of OIC

244 is attached as Exhibit "Q" to my Affidavit.

90. On November 1, 201 7, the BCUC reported in accordance with OIC 244. A copy of the

BCUC Report is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "R". This Report showed that the

Site C project wasn't needed, and that the energy could be obtained elsewhere. With this

Report in hand, we expected British Columbia would cancel the Site C project.

On December 1 1, 2017, British Columbia announced its decision to complete Site C. A

copy of the December 1 1, 2017 Office of the Premier News Release, entitled

"Government will complete Site C construction, will not burden taxpayers or BC Hydro

customers with previous government's debt" is attached as Exhibit "S" to this Affidavit.

A copy of a Government of British Columbia briefing document titled: Site C Technical

Briefing, prepared by Don Wright, Deputy Minister to the Premier, dated December 1 1 ,

2017, is attached as Exhibit "T" to this Affidavit.

91.

!

Impacts of Site C

Loss ofthe Peace

92. With Site C, the rest of the Peace River that we rely on to meaningfully exercise our

treaty rights will be inundated. It'll change the dynamic of this whole area. It'll just

become a big reservoir. The arctic grayling, the bull trout, all those fish that live there and

live in the river ecosystem are there for a reason. When you change that and turn it into a

big pool of water, those fish can't survive there anymore. The areas alongside the Peace

River that we access now will disappear, or it won't be safe to get to them.

93. That means we won't have any place to go and re-connect along the Peace River. Site C

will destroy the spots we have left that we can gather at. The medicines and the

traditional foods that are picked along the river will all change. There are certain areas
i
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that I go to that, for me, are spiritual areas. They may be spiritual areas to other people,

but for me personally there are key spots that I go to just to be there. It kind of

regenerates my soul.

94. All of this will be destroyed because of Site C. Site C and the reservoir it creates will be

like a wound that becomes infected, like blood poisoning. The main artery of the area is

going to get clogged up. It's just like the human body. If your arteries get clogged, you

have a heart attack or a stroke, and you become dysfunctional or die. We're seeing that

upstream from the Williston and Peace Canyon Dams.

Methylmercury andfish

95. We are concerned that the methylmercury contamination will also make its way into the

Moberly River. There are currently a set of falls that act as a natural barrier so that fish

from the Peace River can't get the Moberly River and into Moberly Lake where our

Reserve is. I understand that the Site C Reservoir is going to flood and remove that

natural barrier. The methylmercury that's going to be introduced into the Site C Reservoir

is now going to migrate into Moberly Lake. For the fish that we've eaten for the last 500

years—now we're going to have to worry about methylmercury. Right now, we don't

have that issue here, as far as we know. We haven't done the studies, but we think the

methylmercury is relatively contained into the Dinosaur Reservoir and Williston

Reservoir and its tributaries. There are fish that get through, but we don't think it's that

many.

96. Methylmercury contamination could make its way up into the upper Moberly into the

Twin Sisters Watershed. These mountains are spiritual mountains of the Dunne-za and

the Saulteau people. We are concerned that Site C will introduce a poison into our

spiritual areas.

97. We've lost so much already. For all the tributaries that don't have a natural barrier to the

Site C Reservoir, we have to assume they will have methylmercury issues. That's a lot of

fish. The Crooked River is a long way from the Willison Reservoir, but our study found
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methylmercury in those fish in the Crooked River. Site C is going to extend that

contamination.

98. My son caught his first fish in the Peace River. In the Durme-za culture, when you shoot

your first animal, or you catch your first fish, you don't actually eat it. You don't keep it.

You give it away. You share it with an elder (where it's a larger animal, you give it to the

community), so they can benefit from your first catch or kill. There is cultural

significance in the teaching, in bringing them out there, teaching them the process of

fishing, what to do when you catch the fish, how to treat the fish, and how to use these

skills to support your family and the community. For the Dunne-za, it's a teaching that

has gone on for thousands of years. I was taught it by my mom and she was taught it by

hers. I grew up away from Moberly Lake, but when I came back I sat with the elders.

And they solidified the teaching that my mom gave me. What I did with my son is a

continuation of the Dunne-za way. And that sets him up for when he has his child, and he

takes his child out to fish. Hopefully he can pass on the knowledge that was given to me,

that I gave to him.

!

99. It's going to be a lot harder to pass on these teachings with more of our rivers being

destroyed or contaminated.

Critical areas will be affected

100. West Moberly members continue to practice traditional harvesting practices in areas

within Treaty 8 territory that are best suited to our hunting and trapping needs. For

example, hunting grounds close to our reserve are part of our preferred treaty territory.

We call it our "preferred territory" because these areas are where we prefer to do our

traditional hunting and trapping due to our present mode of life (for example, living on

our reserve or in nearby towns, rather than in camps on the land as we traditionally lived).

i

L

101 . It is important to us to access hunting grounds relatively proximate to our reserve so that

we are able to transport elders to teach us how to hunt, make dry meat and so on, without

requiring our elderly members and our children to endure the hardship ofprolonged

journeys into remote areas of our treaty territory. As well, many of our members who

i
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exercise their treaty rights now work in the mainstream economy. Those members do not

have the luxury of time to take repeated two-weak hunting trips throughout the year to

distant and remote hunting grounds, as our forefathers might have. Instead, those

members need to access territory relatively close to where they live and work in order to

exercise their treaty rights.

Our traditional ecological knowledge includes knowledge of the use of specific tracts of

land for medicine, spiritual and cultural purposes, and by animals. This knowledge is an

integral component of our traditional mode of life, which is passed down from generation

to generation. Many of these areas will be inundated by the Site C Reservoir or we will

no longer be able to safely access them.

102.

Attached as Exhibit "U" to this Affidavit is a copy of a map produced by the Firelight

Group on January 29, 2018 ("Firelight Map"), which I will also refer to throughout this

Affidavit as I describe various areas critical to the preservation of our culture and mode

of life. I did not draft the lines and/or other markings on the map but will use it for the

reader's ease of reference. Critical areas are marked by green polygons and labelled.

103.

Dreamer's Island

The Dreamer's Island critical area is named after Dreamer's Rock in the middle of the

Peace River, but also includes other islands in the Peace River and the shoreline.

104.

There's a picnic site on the banks of the Peace River that a lot of people come to, where

you can look at out at Dreamer's Rock, but not everyone knows its story. My mom told

me the story of how it got its name, which she heard from her mom. When I moved back

and got to know everybody at Moberly Lake, Max and George Desjarlais told me the

same story. Dreamer's Rock gets its name from an old story about an individual camped

on shore. He fell asleep and dreamt that he was flying. When he woke up, he and his

horse were on the island in the middle of the Peace River. My ancestors named it

Dreamer's Rock after that story. It's a unique place for us, and we don't tell too many

people about it. But it will be gone now with the Site C Reservoir if we don't talk about it.

105.
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A piece of who I am is right there along the River, because I can go to that spirit rock,

Dreamer's Rock, and know that my grandmother stood there and knew that story.

Somebody told her that story, she witnessed that story there, and I can re-connect to them

there. This is an area for vision quests, which I don't really feel comfortable talking

about.

106.

107. The other islands in the Peace River here are also important. It is a microclimate in the

valley, important for calving for the ungulates, and it is a good habitat in cold weather.

The ungulates use these islands as part of their migration patterns, as the animals move

from one side of the river to the other.

108. I understand that this critical area will be clear-cut during construction of the Site C Dam,

and the islands will either be inundated or eroded by higher water levels after the Site C

Reservoir is formed.

Rocky Mountain Fort Area

109. The critical area labelled Rocky Mountain Fort Area identifies a long-standing gathering

place for the West Moberly. There is a trail that goes from Moberly Lake to the

confluence of Maurice Creek with the Peace River. Before Hudson's Hope existed as a

European settlement, our ancestors would travel from Moberly Lake to the Peace River

and could cross here. This is where our ancestors adhered to Treaty 8. Shaking Rock is

here in the middle of the Peace River. My mom told me that this rock sits in the middle of

the creek and it shakes, and lots of people go there to pray. She learned that story from

her mom.

110. I understand this critical area will be clear-cut by BC Hydro before construction, and the

reservoir will flood the area, and could cause landslides.

Lynx Creek

111. The critical area labelled as Lynx Creek is a campsite and preferred fishing location. I

understand that the Site C Reservoir will flood this area, causing landslides, and that BC

Hydro intends to clear-cut it before that happens.
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Farrell Creek to the Gates

1 12. The critical area marked "Farrell Creek to the Gates" is an important animal crossing and

calving habitat for deer, elk and moose. "The Gates" is a camping spot where we can

undertake our traditional tasks of land management and monitoring. Animal viewings

help us understand how they are doing and decide whether we can hunt them.

113. 1 understand that the stability of this area would be impacted by the flooding of the Site C

Reservoir, risking landslides. I also understand that BC Hydro plans to clear-cut this area

during construction, well before the reservoir is flooded.

Islands with old growthforest

1 14. I understand that BC Hydro is planning to clear-cut the old growth on the islands in the

middle of the Peace River, labelled as the critical area "Islands with Old Growth Forest",

ahead of flooding the Site C Reservoir. Old growth forest is important animal habitat and

important for the exercise of our treaty rights.

Camp with Animal Crossing

115. The critical area labelled "Camp with Animal Crossing" is where my sister Marggie

McConnell spends a lot of time, and where members from West Moberly gather together.

It is also an animal crossing where we can observe animals in the same way I've noted

above. It will be affected in the same ways I've identified above too: clear-cutting now,

and landslides and flooding later. I won't be able to even look at any of these critical

areas once the clearcutting happens. It will be too upsetting.

Canoe in the bush (Halfway)

116. "Canoe in the bush" got its name for a practical reason. When you go to visit the Halfway

River First Nation, you store your canoe in the bush and walk up to meet them. When the

Halfway River would come, they would float down the Halfway River and park their

canoe there.
S

1 1 7. This area has already been affected by the Williston Reservoir and Bennett and Peace

Canyon Dams, which fluctuate the river. It's not a completely natural setting anymore,

I
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but there are areas that are still key spots for spawning. Right where the Halfway River

conies into the Peace River is a well-known site for bull trout. That's a popular fishing

hole right there at the confluence of the Halfway and Peace Rivers.

118. This is also the site of some old growth forest, which is increasingly rare given ongoing

development in our territory.

119. There are so few gathering sites left that we can access. Canoe in the bush was one of

them until BC Hydro took it over as part of Site C Dam construction. BC Hydro prevents

us from going there anymore. I understand that BC Hydro plans to clear-cut it, and it will

later be flooded by the Site C Reservoir.

Bear Flats

120. As I mentioned before, the Dunne-za used to move around in small family groups

through the area. But at certain times of the year they would all come together and gather.

They did this at Bear Flats. The Dunne-za gathered there for thousands of years.

Eventually Bear Flats was sold and came into the hands of the Boon family, who

continued to give us access. People from Prophet River came down, Halfway River,

Doig, Blueberry, we all came together at Bear Flats. We developed a relationship with

the Boons where they allowed us to have our gatherings there still.

121. BC Hydro owns this critical area now, and we can't do our own gatherings there

anymore. BC Hydro put a gate up and we can't access the river anymore. We don't have

the relationship with BC Hydro that we had with the Boons. And now the road

realignment is threatening it, which I'll discuss below. There are also burial sites, a sweat

lodge structure, and a lot of archaeological artifacts within this critical area.

122. Part of our connection to Bear Flats is the hunting. Bear Flats is close to the river but it's

up high enough that you're not threatened by it if there's a storm or something and it

floods. The Dunne-za used to build a corral here before they had guns. They would

funnel the moose into the corral and the moose would get stuck in there. Then the Dunne-

za would kill them. Molly Desjarlais, Max Desjarlais' mother, told stories about how they
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would do that; they would sit up high and watch the animals move in and put a plan

together. They would send people down there and kind of herd the animals towards this

area. Listening to Max Desjarlais and everybody talk, and being out there myself, I can

understand why it was a gathering spot, why it was a hunting spot.

123. There's also a sweat at Bear Flats. If they build the road, they're going to destroy the

sweat. That sweat was built at the request of the elders and the youth who wanted George

Desjarlais to teach youth what the sweat meant. It's a spiritual thing and is done to teach

the next generation our culture. I understand BC Hydro is planning to put the realignment

of Highway 29 through the area that must be protected to keep the sanctity of the sweat.

124. There is no justification for routing the realignment through Bear Flats. Attached to this

Affidavit as Exhibit "V" is the formal complaint dated April 4, 2017 which we filed

requesting that the Environmental Assessment Office ("EAO") commence an

investigation into BC Hydro's realignment. The complaint describes the burial site, sweat

lodge, and other heritage resources at Bear Flat.

125. Among other information provided to the EAO as part of the complaint, we provided:

an archaeological report dated March 1, 2017, describing a shallow depression in the

ground near Cache Creek which appears to be a Dunne-za burial site and is located

within or near the footprint of BC Hydro's proposed alignment route and bridge

location (the "Cache Creek Gravesite Report"), a copy of which I understand will be

included in another Affidavit in this proceeding;

(a)

an engineering and geoscience report dated March 15, 2017, which I understand will

be included as an Exhibit to another Affidavit in this proceeding and which identified

alternative routes for the location of the new highway and bridge which would avoid

Bear Flats (the "Highway 29 Realignment Alternatives Report");

(b)
!

(c) a letter from the Halfway River First Nation dated March 27, 2017, and a letter from

the Saulteau First Nations dated April 7, 2017, supporting the position of West
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Moberly and Prophet River that the highway should not be routed through Bear- Flats,

copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibit "W";

126. On May 3 1 , 2017, John Horgan, as the Premier-elect, wrote to BC Hydro to request that

work on the highway realignment be suspended. A copy of that letter is attached as

Exhibit "X".

127. On June 6, 2017, Premier Christy Clark replied to Mr. Horgan's letter, asserting that the

new highway must be completed before river diversion in September 2019, and that Mr.

Horgan's requested suspension would result in a one-year delay to the entire project at the

cost of $600 million dollars. A copy ofher letter is attached hereto as Exhibit "Y".

128. Shortly thereafter, BC Hydro's CEO Jessica McDonald held a press conference and BC

Hydro provided a technical briefing also asserting that suspending the highway re

alignment would results in a one-year delay at the cost of $630 million dollars. Attached

as Exhibit "Z" is a copy of a news report obtained from www.energeticcity.ca on this

subject. As of the date of this affidavit, a slide show of the technical briefing provided by

Ms. McDonald can be viewed at the following url:

https://www.energeticcitv.ca/2017/06/hvdro-ceo-outlines-630-million-cost-delav-site-c/

129. West Moberly and Prophet River did not find these explanations plausible and explained

why in a public letter dated June 7, 2017, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit

"AA".

1 30. On August 2, 2017, the Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum Resources announced

that work on the Highway 29 realignment would be suspended and stated that the

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure had confirmed that the new alignment did

not in fact require completion before river division, and that deferring work on the

highway realignment would not cause the previously asserted one-year delay or cost

increases. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "BB" is a screenshot of a news story

from www.energeticcity.ca dated August 3, 2017, 2:15pm and entitled "Highway 29 Bear

Flats to Cache Creek Contracts Will Be Deferred: Minister of Energy".
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131. On August 29, 2017, the EAO released its investigation report, a copy of which is

attached hereto as Exhibit "CC". The report found, among other non-compliances, that

the bridge location associated with BC Hydro's preferred realignment route through Bear

Flats would be non-compliant with the project's Environmental Assessment Certificate.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "S" is a news release dated December 1 1, 2017, in

which the Government of British Columbia describes its decision to proceed with the Site

C project. It states: "BC Hydro and the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure will

work with Treaty 8 First Nations and others to redesign the Highway 29 realignment at

Cache Creek to reduce the effects on potential burial sites and sacred places."

132.

133. On January 9, 2018, BC Hydro sent an email to West Moberly attached hereto as Exhibit

"DD". This email included the following attached documents:

A letter dated January 9, 2017, from BC Hydro regarding "Site C Project—Project

Update and New Initiatives", a copy of which is attached as Exhibit "EE";

(a)

(b) a map entitled "Cache Creek / Bear Flats Highway 29 Realignment Options", a copy

of which is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "FF". Both of BC Hydro's proposed

alignments on this map come within the one-kilometer spiritual zone at Bear Flats

which the Lodge Keeper, George Desjarlais, has requested be respected;

(c) a map entitled "Cache Creek / Bear Flats Highway 29 Realignment Options and

Geotechnical Investigations", a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "GG";

a map entitled "Highway 29 Realignment Section "Geotechnical Investigation and

Construction Schedule", a copy of which is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit

"HH". This map indicates that construction of the Cache Creek portion of the

Highway 29 realignment is scheduled to occur between March 2020 and January

(d)

2023.

A map dated December 3 1 , 2017, entitled "Upcoming Clearing Timing", a copy of

which is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "II".

(e)
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Buffalo Jump

1 34. The critical area marked "Buffalo Jump" is much what it sounds like. There used to be

buffalo all along the Peace River Valley, and the Dunne-za would hunt them using this

buffalo jump. It's an archeological site now, as I understand it, which pre-dates the 1800s.

135. The buffalo are gone now, but the buffalo jump, and surrounding area are still a very

important cultural and teaching site for our community that cannot be replaced. It's how

we teach our youth about our history, culture, and our hunting practices. It helps us teach

our youth about the importance of buffalo today.

136. Part of the historic trail that connects a lot of these sites on the north side of the Peace

River is still there. We believe it should be preserved from clear-cutting or other

disturbances while our Action is being determined.

Upstream ofEagle Island

137. I understand that BC Hydro has already clear-cut Eagle Island. There were seven eagle's

nests there, which are a spiritual animal for the Dunne-za. I don't know if the eagles are

still there, but the habitat is gone now. We would like to retain what is left of this area,

the critical area marked as "Upstream of Eagle Island". The islands and the riverbanks

still have old growth forest. Bears visit the backchannels and there are a lot of moose. It's

a good place for us to observe wildlife in the area, maintain and practice our traditional

knowledge, and it is an important animal crossing. The teardrop shaped part of this

critical area, on the south side of the Peace River, surrounds a creek that lets us (and

animals) walk from the Peace-Moberly Tract down to the Peace River.

:

138. The banks will be flooded by the Site C Reservoir and what's left will be at risk of

landslide. !

Peace-Moberly Tract

The area south of the Peace River is called Peace-Moberly Tract" or the "PMT". The

green critical areas, identified as "Trappers Lake Area", "Sucker Lake" and "Peace-

139.
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Moberly Tract (Transmission Corridor)" on the Firelight Map are all within this larger

PMT.

140. Because of all the increasing development throughout our territory, the PMT was

identified about 1 5 years ago by West Moberly and our neighbours on the east side of

Moberly Lake, the Saulteau First Nations, as an area to be protected from further

development and access. A map of the PMT can be found in the Joint Review Panel

Report attached to my affidavit as Exhibit "JJ" at page 118.

There are lots of reasons why the PMT is so important to us. The first, is that it's so close

to home. The PMT is located between Moberly Lake and the Peace River. The northern

boundary of the PMT follows the Peace River between Dinosaur Reservoir and Peace

Boudreau Park, while the southern boundary follows the Moberly River Watershed both

upstream and downstream from Moberly Lake. Most of tire West Moberly Reserve lies

within the PMT.

141.

142. After the best moose habitat was lost to the Williston Reservoir, the PMT is one of the

best remaining habitats left (the other is in an industrial zone for shale gas on the north

side of the Peace River).

143. The PMT is one of the last areas south of the Peace River that's relatively untouched by

oil and gas development, where we can exercise treaty rights. It is relatively undeveloped

because we have fought to protect it. The flooding of the Site C Reservoir will change the

north part of the PMT and will affect animal crossings in and out of the PMT. That will

fundamentally alter the ecological balance of the area.

i

144. I hunt in the PMT, as do a number of West Moberly members. The hunters don't just hunt

for themselves but to feed their families and the community. We are very concerned

about the transmission line that BC Hydro is planning to widen and build through the

PMT. The location is identified as the Peace-Moberly Tract (Transmission Corridor)

critical area on the Firelight Map, and the transmission line will also cut through the

Sucker Lake and Trappers Lake Area critical areas.

I

!

I
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This will be a much larger and more intrusive transmission line than the one that is

already there. I understand that the transmission line is 75 kilometers long and that Site C

will expand the cleared area of this right of way in the PMT from about 50 meters to over

120 meters wide, which will destroy old growth forest, disrupt wildlife, and displace

West Moberly hunters from the PMT.

145.

Construction of the transmission line will take away one of the most important hunting

areas to West Moberly, given how close it is to our community. I understand that another

Affidavit in this proceeding will include a notice from BC Hydro recently notifying the

public that there is no hunting allowed within the work area of the line, and that this work

will continue through 2024. Typically, there is a requirement that we not hunt within 2

kilometres of work areas. Attached as Exhibit "KK" is a copy of photos taken of similar

signs for other projects.

146.

Clear-cutting makes it easier for wolves and, after the 2 kilometre protection zone is

removed in 2024, sport hunters to move throughout the area and hunt successfully. This

will put wildlife under more pressure.

147.

The PMT is vital to the continuity of our culture and is very important to West Moberly.

We don't want to watch our way of life disappear. We are struggling to survive as a

people. We need land, and large tracts of land to maintain our way of life. We don't have

that, and BC Hydro is interfering with what little we have left.

148.

This Action

After consulting within our community, we decided to bring this Action for infringement

of our Treaty 8 Rights.

149.
|

Since our ancestors adhered to Treaty 8, our treaty rights have been pushed aside for

other peoples' interests—by government departments of forestry, oil and gas, and mining.

150.

I

The government has an obligation under Treaty 8 to manage the resources that are of

interest to us, for our sustenance and practicing our way of life, including in the seasonal

151.

i
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round. The government's obligation does not extend only to the resources it is interested

in.

1 52. We are not opposed to development. We are not opposed to the creation of energy. But

the level of footprint that this project creates, the impact of this, is too much, especially

when there are other ways of creating this energy that are drastically less intrusive than

the flooding of the valley. Why are the fish in other rivers more important than the fish

that we have here? Why are everyone else's interests more important than what our

constitutionally-protected rights are? Why do we get pushed aside?

153. If the Peace River was all we had in British Columbia to generate electricity, then we

could have a discussion about it. But we have all these other things that we could be

doing. Saving this last chunk of the valley should be the priority, and it's not.

154. The Bennett Dam and Williston Reservoir, and the Peace Canyon Dam and Dinosaur

Reservoir, affected my grandmother, my mother, and me, and continue to affect my

children. Site C will just continue the damaging impacts of the Bennett and Peace

Canyon Dams that we've been dealing with for the past 40 or 50 years. All those critical

areas I reviewed above are going to be gone. We get to talk about them. We don't get to

continue to live them.

155. Site C will end me. Not literally, but it will end my experience along the Peace River, It

will affect my children's experience. My children and my grandchildren will not

experience the Peace River. They will experience the Site C Reservoir. And that's a

distinct difference.

1 56. Once you destroy that area, it's gone forever. There's no remediation or reclamation that

can happen to replace that. You can't reclaim a flooded ground, as far as I know. I've

never seen it done. i

1 57. My belief is that the Province and BC Hydro have gone far over the threshold of what is

ecologically sustainable around here. I think when you get to the point where you're

having to implement the species-at-risk protection for the last remaining caribou, you've
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gone well beyond the tipping point. When you've exceeded the thresholds for

methylmercury and the fish in the tributaries of the Williston Reservoir system are

contaminated, I think you've gone past the tipping point. When you're having to do wolf

cull programs to protect ungulates, I think you've gone past the tipping point. All these

things are happening in our territory. If British Columbia says they haven't crossed the

threshold for infringement, they have no basis to make that statement. They haven't even

studied it.

158. West Moberly continues to stand with Prophet River First Nation in opposition to Site C,

and both of our communities have brought Actions to stop Site C from being constructed

and destroying the last remaining part of the Peace River Valley accessible to us. This is

a very expensive process. We decided that one way to conserve our resources for what

we expect to be a long and drawn-out battle to protect our treaty rights is for only one

Nation to bring this interlocutory injunction application. We decided that it should be

West Moberly.

Construction issues

Impacts from existing construction

159. Construction on Site C has already started and is already impacting our territory. The Site

C Dam is not scheduled to flood the Peace River and create the Site C Reservoir until

2024. 1 am not an expert in construction planning, but I am informed that not all elements

of the dam have to be constructed right now.

160. West Moberly believes that all construction should be stopped until this Action has

finished. There is no reason to add to the cumulative impacts that our communities are

experiencing, and to destroy unique areas of cultural and ecological importance

(including those specifically identified above) for a dam that cannot be built without

unjustifiably infringing our treaty rights.

161. We understand that some construction activities may not be required to be undertaken

now, to keep the Site C Project on schedule. These are the highway realignment, certain
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road construction activities, building of the transmission line, and overlap dealing and

clear-cutting within the critical areas I've identified above.

Loss not Compensable

162. No amount of money can compensate us for this loss. BC Hydro has offered us an

"Impacts Benefits Agreement" but we have refused to enter into one. I understand that

these agreements would require us to take a position of "non-objection" to the Site C

Dam. But even ifwe didn't have to be silent as a condition of compensation, we wouldn't

take the money. We have also instructed the companies owned by West Moberly First

Nation not to bid on projects being put to tender as part of the Site C project. We don't

want the money; we want to protect our treaty rights.

Relief from undertaking for damages

163. Neither myself nor West Moberly can provide an undertaking for damages resulting from

an injunction issued against the Respondents. I would not be able to personally afford to

pay damages. Attached as Exhibit "LL" is a copy of West Moberly's recent financial

statements, publicly available through the INAC website, which shows that we cannot

hope to compensate BC Hydro for the damages they might incur. The money that we do

have goes to sustain and restore our community, help our members recover from past

trauma, and protect our environment. Our wealth lies in our culture and our connection to

the enviromnent. No amount of money could compensate us for the harm that we will

suffer, and the infringement of our treaty rights that we will experience, if Site C is

constructed. We ask that our relatively limited financial means not act as a barrier to

preserving our treaty rights.

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME at \ 1 , in the )
Province of British Columbia, on this 3V> Al day of )
January, 2018 by the above-named deponent.

1

)
)

!

)A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits in
British Columbia ) ROLAND WILLSON

Banister & Solleitpr
200-1022 Government Street

Victoria, BC V8W 1>T

)
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